Pond Products
We at Green XL are specialized in developing green
products that can put and keep your pond in top condition.
Thanks to our extensive network of specialists in pond
maintenance and product suppliers, we can set up
a product line for the pond that promotes perfect and
healthy water quality.
Our product line ensures a perfect balance of water values
in your pond, but also the bacterial household has been
considered, among other things our products ensure a
perfect micro balance and the restorative effect of
flora and fauna.
Are we wizards? NO
Due to overdue maintenance, it may be that certain actions
have to be taken first in order to start from scratch, your
pond specialist can help you with this. Afterwards or
immediately you can use our product line to put your
pond in top condition and be kept in top condition.

GREEN XL MAKE SURE YOU HAVE FUN WITH
YOU POND!

On this moment we working together with
Waterplantenkwekerij R. Moerings.
https://moerings.nl/portfolio/natuurlijkmoerings/

Mineral power
There are no minerals in tap water. Green XL Mineral power tablets contain 63
types of minerals. The minerals are distributed by their effervescent effect of
the tablet and absorbed by the water. Green XL Mineral Power ensures perfect
growth for oxygen and water plants, clear pond, binding of dirt particles and
stimulates bacterial development, especially when using Green XL Pond Pro.
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Pond Pro
By adding Green XL Pond Pro to the pond water, good bacteria are introduced
into the water that immediately get rid of all nutrients that are otherwise
available to germs. This reduces the risk of pathogenic bacteria. Because the
Probiotic bacteria are very active, they will quickly dominate the pond and
ensure a healthy and stable microflora of your pond water.
The waste products that are formed in ponds and cause cloudiness of the water, pollute the filter and are a breeding ground for germs, are broken down in
the short term. The result is a clear and pure pond with a healthy and hygienic
composition of the water. Make sure that no other bacteria are added for a
perfect effect.
Green XL bacteria stimulate and support the required nitrogen cycle in the filters. If due to circumstances medication is
nevertheless required, add Green XL Pond Pro again immediately after treatment to quickly restore the microfl ra to a
stable condition.
The results are visible from 1 week to 4 weeks after treatment. You continue to administer Green XL Pond Pro
during the pond season. For expert advice, ask your pond specialist for the correct treatment plan.

Safe?
Green XL Pond Pro is neutral, fully biodegradable and safe for humans and animals. An overdose has no adverse
consequences and at most ensures a longer lasting effect of the bacteria. We recommend the recommended
start-up and maintenance dosages.

The advantages!
A crystal clear pond
Keep the pond clean
Breaks down waste products
Reduces alque growth
Prevents the production of algae
Clear green water
Clears and maintains pond walls of film layer (biofilm)
Keep fish healty
Ideal for swimming pond
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BIO BOOST
Green XL Bio Boost ensures that the sludge layer is reduced and the Bacteria
creature on the bottom is activated. Works perfectly with the Pond pro. The
mineral content also improves. Regular administration breaks down the sludge
formation to a few centimeters per year. Accelerates the biological digestion of
leaf litter, plant remains and fish excrement.

The advantages!
Restores soil life
Provides clear water
Provides healthy fish and plants
Keep the Ph value stable
Increases the oxygen content, which activates the bacteria
Improves the mineral content

GH plus
The average water hardness or GH value must be between 8 - 12. This value indicates how many minerals, including calcium and magnesium, are dissolved in the
water. These minerals are necessary for CO2 transport, binding of harmful substances to prevent acidification of the pond water and essential for the growth of all
aquatic plants. By using Green XL GH Plus you increase the water hardness. With a
strong deviation from the ideal values, most natural processes in your pond cannot
take place. The plants extract minerals and rainfall causes the GH value to drop. It is
therefore important to administer Green XL GH Plus regularly.
1 kilo provides an increase of 1 gH with 32000 liters of water.
2.5 kg provides an increase of 1 gH with 80,000 liters of water.

The advantages!
Retain the values for a long time
Ensures good CO2 transport
Ensures better plant growth
Ensures clear water
Prevents acidification
Increases amount of minerals and salts
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Safe?
Green XL GH Plus is completely
biodegradable and safe for
humans and animals. This
product is Food proof.

KH plus
The average carbonate hardness or KH value must be between 6 - 8. This value
indicates the connection between calcium, magnesium and CO2 value. The CO2
value is important for oxygenating plants. So if the KH value is high enough,
there is also enough CO2. By using Green XL KH Plus you increase the carbonate
hardness. With a strong deviation from the ideal value, most natural processes
cannot take place in your pond. A good KH value is important for clear water
and healthy plants. The plants extract minerals and rainfall drops the KH value.
It is therefore important to administer Green XL KH Plus regularly.
1 kilo provides an increase of 1 kH with 35,000 liters of water.
2.5 kg provides an increase of 1 kH with 87,500 liters of water.

Safe?
Green XL KH Plus is completely biodegradable and safe for humans and animals. This product is Food proof.

The advantages!
Hold the values for a long time
Ensures better plant growth
Ensures clear water
Ensures healthy fish and plants
Keeps the Ph value stable

Bio korrel
Green XL Bio Pellets are the fundament of health and fertility at the bottom of
your pond. Use of these porous pellets prevents the rotting of roots of completely
submerged oxygen plants in the pond, promoting their growth instead. The pellets
also remove phosphate from the water to the benefit of root and plant growth.
They maintain an ideal microbiological equilibrium in the pond, whereby the plants
absorb nutrients, with oxygen-rich water as a result.

Instructions:
Place pond plant in larger plant basket and top up with Green XL Bio Pellets. Green
XL Bio Pellets are ideal for the top-layer plants in a pond used for natural filtration.
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